Cush was the son of Ham, who was the son of Noah, and Cush was known as “Amen” and Seb/Geb in Egypt. Cush was the 1st Pharaoh and all the Pharaohs after him sat on his Throne, (the “Throne of Seb/Geb”). Cush's parents were Ham and Tefnut, and he married his half sister Ninsun, from Tefnut and Shu. Cush and Ninsun's son was Nimrod, who was known as Osiris in Egypt, (Jasher 7:23-30). Ninsun was also called Nut and Nu.

King Nimrod and his brother Tammuz, and King Nimrod's son Marduk were called "Wild Bulls," and King Nimrod's mother, Ninsun, was called a "Wild Cow," and this is where the worship of the "Sacred Bull" began, (Jasher 7:46-48, 11:7-8). Nimrod and his son Marduk corrupted the people by making them worship the "Sacred Bull" known as “Ra,” their First Father, and to worship the “Horns of the Bull,” the crescent moon that carried the Sun, and to worship the Sun. Ra was the head of the RaPha line of Pharaohs and Ra was known by many names after the world language became many languages at the Tower of Babel: e.g. Ra was called Hel'el'melek in the Heavens, the serpent Uraš on Earth, and is the Evil Spirit Nergal in the Underworld.

In 2251 BCE, in a war between King Nimrod and King Chedorlaomer, King Nimrod's son Marduk was killed, (Gen. 14:1-9, Jubil. 13:22, Jasher 13:14-15). King Nimrod's warrior name was AmRaphEl, (Gen. 14:1, 14:9, Jasher 11:6, 27:2, Jubil. 13:22), and King Nimrod's family were Giants called "Rapha" (Repaim/s), (Gen. 15:18-20, Deut. 2:11, 2:20, 3:11-13, Joshua 12:4, 13:12, 15:8, 17:15, 18:16, Isaiah 17:4-5).

The following are the Sumerian names of Noah's offspring through Ham's line: Noah (Utu-napishtim), his son Ham (Enmerkar), his son Cush (Lugalbanda), his son Nimrod (Gilgamesh). Cush gave Adam's royal garments to his son Nimrod and Nimrod became "King of the Earth," (Jasher 7:29, 7:45), and while Nimrod reigned, no man was allowed to copulate with his bride until King Nimrod had the bride first:

**Gilgamesh Tablet I:** Gilgamesh the king is about to celebrate marriage with the Queen of Love and he still demands to be first with the bride, the king to be first and the husband to follow, for that was ordained by the gods from his birth, from the time the umbilical cord was cut.

When the gods created Gilgamesh they gave him a perfect body. Shamash (Uraš) the glorious sun endowed him with beauty, Adad the god of the storm endowed him with courage, the great gods (Ninsun and Geb) made his beauty perfect, surpassing all others, terrifying like a great Wild Bull. Two Thirds they made him god and One Third man.

King Nimrod had only three grandparents, and he was 2/3 divine, (.666), from this mother Ninsun (parents Shu and Tefnut - both spirits/angels), and he was 1/3 human, (.333), from his father Cush (parents Ham and Tefnut - a human and a spirit/angel). Ra's (Uraš) seed line continues through Tefnut's offspring, Cush and Nimrod. When King Nimrod's children, from the various brides, died off, their evil spirits remained upon the earth, and Shu was their leader. Ra (Uraš) created the spirits Shu, Tefnut and Hathor from itself and they are Uraš agents. Shu is in charge of the evil spirits that came out of the Giants, and these spirits corrupt and mislead humans, (Hosea 9:7-8, Jubilees 10:7-12). Shu is also known as Satan and Mastema (Mešlamta).

As stated, Tefnut was the mother of Ninsun, and Ninsun was known as Nut and Nu. When Joshua expelled the Rephaim and their children the Anakim from the land, (Judges 1:20, Joshua 15:13-14, Numbers 13:33, Deuteronomy 2:11), some of these giants found their way to Easter Island, Chile, which was originally called "Rapa Nui." The people of Rapa Nui were the Rapha, (giants) that were the offspring of Nu, (Ninsun). The island of Rapa Nui also has a beach called Anakena, named after the Anakims, who are the children of Anak, (Deuteronomy 9:2, Joshua 15:14). The Anakims were the offspring of the Rephaim, who were the offspring of the Nephilim. The Nephilim were the fallen spirits that corrupted their spirit nature with that of flesh and blood nature (humans and animals), and were transformed into “Gigantic Beings,” and their offspring were giants, like the giant King Nimrod, whose mother Ninsun and grandmother Tefnut became Nephilim, (Genesis 6:4, Numbers 13:33, Jubilees 5:1-5, 7:20-25, Jasher 4:16-21, Enoch 6:1-3, 7:1-6, 12:3-6, 15:1-12, 19:1-3):
Psalms 82:6-7  I say, "you are gods, sons of the Most High," 7 but you shall die like men, and fall like your First Leader. (Uraš)

Daniel 2:43-44 And whereas you saw the Iron mixed with miry Clay, they have mingled themselves with the Seed of Men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. 44 And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to other people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever.

The giants were originally brought into existence through the corruption of Noah's two sons Ham and Japheth, i.e. through Ham who begot Cush, and through Japheth who begot Magog, Tubal and Meshech. When Joshua expelled Japheth's sons from the Dead Sea area (Sea of Me'at), these giants made their way to the “British Isles,” and these giants are still honored there to this day, where Gog and Magog are paraded through the streets of London in the annual “Lord Mayor's Show,” which was originally a yearly street Carnival celebrating the “Lord of Misrule,” who is called Rei (Re) in other countries. These giants are paraded through the streets just like at the Mardi Gras celebration, where the giant Bacchus, (i.e. Dionysus), is paraded through the streets. Bacchus and his father Zeus are also the offspring of Uraš (Uranus), who is Ra:

Ezekiel 38:2-4 Son of man, set your face against the land of Gog, Magog and the chief princes Meshech and Tubal. Prophesy against them, 3 saying, This says the Lord YAH-howa; To Gog and the chief princes Meshech and Tubal: 4 I will return and put hooks into your jawbone; when I come with my army of swift horsemen, clothed in armor, even a great company with hooks and shields to lay hold of you with the sword:

Ezekiel 39:6 I will send fire on Magog, on them that dwell fearlessly in the Isles: and they shall know that I am YAH-howa.

The following will explain why these giants/evil spirits came into existence and why the “Shining Sun” came to be worshiped. On Day 1 of the creation week, YAH (Truth) made the Spirits, Heavens, Earth, Waters, Seasons, Night and Day, (Jubilees 2:3-16), and on Day 4, the sun, moon, and stars were made. YAH appointed Four Spirits to be in charge of “Bringing in the Light” by the sun, moon, and stars, and the spirit Hel'el'melek, (Hel'el מְלֵאֵךְ), was one of the Four “Bringers of Light,” Isaiah 14:12. Hel'el'melek was “Crowned by Truth” as the “Head Leader of the Stars of the Summer Season,” and was given the name "SHINING SUN," (Enoch 82:10-19). As one of the Four Leaders of the Seasons, Hel'el'melek was responsible for leading thousands of Stars in carrying the Sun through the heavenly portals in the Northern Skies for the 91 Days of the Summer Season, ensuring that the SUN was carried through the North East Gates to Rise in the Horizon, and carried through North West Gates to Set in the Horizon, at certain times, (Enoch 72:2-6). Hel'el'melek was also known as Cheper or Kheper-Ra (Rising Sun) and Tum or Atum-Ra, (Setting Sun).

On Day 6 of the creation week, humans were made in the image of YAH, and they were given "Sovereignty" over the whole earth, (Genesis 1:26-27). This angered Hel'el'melek, as Hel'el'melek was created First and there would be No Life on earth without Hel'el'melek, the “Shining Sun,” and so Hel'el'melek devised a plan to change things by mutating the human race. Hel'el'melek was able to defile the woman's nature, who in turn, defiled the man's nature, by the union, (i.e. hybridization), of their spirits, where another kind of spirit was created, (Enoch 15:8-12, Leviticus 19:19, Deut. 22:9). This act corrupted their pure nature, making them all impure spirits, and as a result, Hel'el'melek was banned from returning to the heavens, and was given a new name Uraš (Serpent), and the woman and man were banished from Eden. Uraš did this to usurp the Sovereign Power of humans over the earth, by creating a race of the seed line of Uraš, but the Kingly line continued through Seth's seed line. The unholy union between Uraš and the woman produced a hybrid race of giants:

Genesis 3:15 And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed and her seed; they shall bruise your head, and you shall bruise their heel.
Uraš' offspring were destroyed by the flood, and although the flood killed the giant's physical bodies, their evil spirits did not die, but still dwell upon the earth, (Enoch 15:8-12). Seth's seed line continued through Noah, but again, spirits followed Uraš' lead and cohabited with Noah's children, who also had offspring that were giants. Noah's pure seed line became contaminated through his son Ham with the spirit Tefnut, that produced the mutant giant, Cush (Geb). Noah's seed line was also contaminated through his son Japheth, whose sons Magog, Tubal and Meshech were giants. Shem's seed line was among the pure races who did not mix with the spirits, and the war between the two seed lines continued, i.e. the seed line of YAH through Shem and the seed lines of Uraš and the fallen spirits through Ham and Japheth's sons, (Genesis 3:15, Joshua 12:1-6, 13:12).

As stated, Uraš (Ra), the Shining Sun, created offspring out of itself alone, i.e. Shu, Tefnut, and Hathor. Hathor is the “Eye of Ra,” and she is Ra's agent who is in charge of the Earth's Natural Resources. Hathor was the Queen of Tyre, (Ezekiel 28:11-19), and was known by many names, like Ashtoreth, Astarte, Isis, Inanna, and Mary, who are called the “Queen of Heaven.” Hathor was also known as the Pharaoh Hatshepsut and was called Hiram, which means the “Nobél.” As Ashtoreth, she was worshiped by Jacobs descendants, including King Solomon, (Jeremiah 7:18, 44:17-25). She controlled the World Trade Markets and main shipping ports, i.e. the Port of Tyre and the Port of Sidon on the Mediterranean Sea, and the Port of Elim and the Port of Elat on the Red Sea, (Ezekiel 27:1-36, Isaiah 23:15-18, 27:1, Numbers 33:9-10). The Nobél, Queen Ashtoreth, was the one who sold timber, gold, precious stones, etc. to King Solomon to build a Temple, (1 Kings 10:11-22), and she gave King Solomon the materials to rebuild the Castle on Mount Hermon where the fallen spirits came down, which is now known as King Nimrod's Fortress, (1 Kings 11:5, 2 Kings 23:13, Enoch 6:5-8):

Nimrod's Fortress on Mount Hermon (Corruption Mountain)

_Jeremiah 51:25  O' Corruption Mountain says YAH-howa, that has been destroying the earth; I will stretch out my hand and roll down the rocks and make it a burning mountain._

One needs to understand that when the giants died, their spirits did Not die. The spirits took on a different form, manifesting itself in a person or in anything, (Enoch 19:1). These spirits are like their leader, Uraš, the Serpent. They shed their old skin and are born again in a new skin, and this is what has been happening to many people, where a spirit is born again in them. For example, people that have Social, Religious, and Political influence, like Pop Idols, the Pope, the "Commander in Chief," etc., can become the "new skin" for a spirit, and it is a force that they cannot resist, and if they try to resist it, they will be taken down, crushed, and even die, before the spirit leaves. These spirits have control over the earth and earth is their dwelling place, (Enoch 15:8-12), and they operate through people to rule the world. However, the worst of these evil spirits are confined under the earth, (Isaiah 14:9, Jubilees 10:5-15). People who have YAH continuously in their minds and hearts, thanking, praising and blessing YAH daily by their mouths, and who call upon YAH's name, are protected from these evil spirits, (Joel 2:32, Zechariah 13:9, Psalm 99:6, 116:13, Psalm 91, 91:14-16).
Memorial Statues and Images of Uraš' seed line have always been built and honored, with blood sacrifices offered to the spirit that resides in them, (human bloodshed and animal blood). The images are in the form of a "Golden Bull" like the one Aaron made, (Exodus 32:4); and in the form of a "Brass Serpent" like the one Moses made (Numbers 21:9, 2 Kings 18:4), that looks like the Uraeus (serpent) that is on the Forehead part of the Headdresses of the Pharaohs; and in the form of Obelisks, like the one that Emperor Caligula brought from Egypt to Rome in 37 CE, that now sits in St. Peter's Square; and the "Twin" Obelisks, one in Westminster, London and one in New York City that are called Cleopatra's Needle, that were also moved from Egypt to their present locations; and the Washington Monument along with numerous other obelisks around the world, that were either imported from Egypt or built Egyptian style. These obelisks all honor Uraš (Ra), the Shining Sun, and honor the “Sons of the Sun,” the "Pharaohs," in their "Cycle of Divinities," as stated on the New York Obelisk, and Uraš, (Horus), is Haremchahu, “the Sun in the Horizon,” as stated on the London Obelisk.

The Westminster, London Obelisk has a Bronze Plaque honoring Erasmus Wilson F.R.S (Fellow of the Royal Society). This name is very interesting as well, and seems to say something clever: Eras (Uraš), mus (muss), Wil (Will), son (son), i.e. "Uraš' Chaos (muss) is the Will of his Sons." All these images, i.e. the Wild Bull, the Crescent Moon, the Sun (Star), the Pillars (Obelisks), and the Pyramids, are all monuments that honor Uraš, the Shining Sun, and the seed line of the Shining Sun, (the “Illuminated Ones”), who are the Pharaohs that still rule the world, but their sovereignty over the earth will end, (Ezekiel 31:1-18).

It is also interesting that the obelisk in St. Peter's Square has the image of a "Shining Sun" above the Obelisk, and above the Shining Sun is a Cross, that represents a wind vane pointing "North," symbolizing the “Summer Solstice,” as Uraš was originally the Leader of the Stars that brought in the Summer Season. This Obelisk honors Uraš as the "Most High" god of the North:

In 1929, the former Roman Empire became the "World Empire"

The Lateran Pacts (Treaty) of June 7, 1929 between Italy and the Vatican recognized papal sovereignty over the Vatican, (a City State of 109 acres), and gave full independence to the Pope. Benito Mussolini then sold off investments in the world markets to give the Pope cash of 750 million lire and 1 billion lire in government bonds, to fund the “New Order of the Ages,” and these events contributed to the Stock Market Crash on October 29, 1929. Also, in the Treaty, Articles 2, 20 and 22 of the Concordat state that All Bishops around the world Must take an "Oath of Loyalty" to the Vatican State and must speak the Italian language.
Uraš' offspring through King Nimrod are represented as the "Wild Bull" that controls the earth. The Wild Bull Image stands firmly in the Financial Capital of the World, New York City, where the Vatican Bank, through its Wall Street “Correspondent Banks,” channels funds to various resistance movements around the world, under the umbrella of the CIA and other Secret Intelligence Agencies around the world, that are “COVERS” for the “Sovereign Military Order of Malta” that is tightly controlled by the POPE, the "BOSS." 

**THE CHARGING BULL**

Take notice of the word usage in the description of the Charging Bull, as the words portray the fall of Uraš and its power over the world through the Wild Bull, *(i.e. stellar, proud, spirit, guided, stardom, dropped, violation, majestic, abstract, world-famous, symbols, carved, craft, icon, dynamism, energy, medium, channel, world):*

All documents that come from the Pope have a metal seal called "Papal Bull," *(from Papa Bos or Pope Bull), that certifies a document is authentic, and High Priority documents have a golden seal called "Golden Bull:"

**Golden Bull Seal of Pope Eugene III (36mm)**

*Pontiff: 1145 CE to 1153 CE*

*Front of Seal: EV GENIVS PP III*

*Back of Seal: SPA SPE with images of St. Peter the Apostle & St. Paul the Bishop (SPA for Sanctus Petrus Apostolus & SPE for Sanctus Paulus Episcopus)*
THE HOUSE OF HEL'EL MELEK (URAŠ) – THE "SHINING SUN"
Noah Webster 1828 – Illuminati: The name given to certain associations of men in modern Europe, who combined to overthrow the existing religious institutions, and substitute REASON, by which they expected to raise men and society to perfection.

— The way to control the minds and hearts of the people is through Religion, as it is a Power that Transcends Military Power —

Isaiah 14:12
You fell from heaven "Hel'el" son of the dawn, howling; Hewn to earth where you prostrate the people.

Amos 5:26
You have “Taken Away” the tabernacle of the KING, and you set up images of the "STAR," the god you have made for yourselves.

Deuteronomy 4:15-19
TAKE GOOD HEED to yourselves, for you saw NO IMAGE on the day YAH-howa spoke at Horeb in the midst of fire. 16 Beware of the Corruption of making GRAVEN IMAGES of IDOLS in the form of male or female, 17 or the form of any BEAST on earth, or the form of any winged bird that flies in the air, 18 or the form of things that CREEP on the ground, or the form of any fish in the waters under the earth; 19 Nor lift up your eyes to the heavens to see the SUN and moon, and the STAR hosts of the heavens, and be moved to worship and serve them; for YAH-howa God assigned them to all the people under the heavens.
THE POPE SITS ON THE SEAT MEŠLAM (SATAN) - AKA MASTEMA (MEŠLAMTA)

TEMPLE HYMN: 457−466

O E-ĝiškešda-kalama (House which is the Bond of the Land), BULL …… great strength among the gods, terrifying Wild Cow, Wild Bull which causes lament, Gudua (Entrance to the nether world), your quay is a low quay which bestows water, your interior is artfully built, your mace is a …… mace released from heaven, your platform is a lustrous platform SPREADING OVER MEŠLAM. Your prince, the mighty god, the sovereign of Mešlam, the fierce god of the underworld, the sovereign of Ud-šuš (Sunset), Nergal, (the Enlil of the nether world, in his palace), Mešlamta-ea, has erected a house in your precinct, and Taken His Seat Upon Your Dais.

Pope Gregory XIII's Calendar is used by the Entire World for Trade, showing who really Rules the World. The Vatican sits on the east bank of the Tiber River, that is a crucial Trade route from the Tyr Rhenium Sea.
Warrior with Head Held High, respected lord, son who rises up to protect his Father, Nergal, angry sea, inspiring fearsome terror, whom no one knows how to confront, youth whose advance is a hurricane and a flood battering the lands, Nergal, dragon covered with gore, drinking the blood of living creatures!